Wall Calendars

Mindful Living

Live a more mindful life throughout the year with this
FDOHQGDUIHDWXULQJEUHDWKWDNLQJDUWDQGUHȵHFWLYHZRUGVRI
wisdom that remind us to take it slower, be here now,
and live in the moment.
Available in Square Wall, Mini Wall
MINI

Meditation
means to a
is both the

Square ISBN: 9781975439811
Square UPC: 097815398118

4

Mini ISBN: 9781975439798
Mini UPC: 097815397982
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Mindful Eating

Living a mindful life prompts us to create a mindful
kitchen. Gorgeous images blended with profound
words remind us to nourish the body and the soul.
Available in Square Wall, Mini Wall
MINI

Always do your be
What you plant no
you will harvest la

Square ISBN: 9781975439804
Square UPC: 097815398040

Mini ISBN: 9781975444297
Mini UPC: 097815442972

Availability of all titles subject to change. All cover images and designs also subject to change.
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Live with Intention

Let the words and art of this calendar nourish, heal,
and bless the mind, heart, and spirit. Twelve months
of paintings and inspiration by Renée Locks.
Available in Square Wall, Mini Wall
MINI

Square ISBN: 9781975441975
Square UPC: 097815419752
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Mini ISBN: 9781975440558
Mini UPC: 097815405588
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Enlightened Rumi

Frequently hailed as the greatest mystical poet of all
time, Rumi’s words are combined with images
of traditional Middle Eastern art.
Available in Square Wall

ISBN: 9781975441463
UPC: 097815414634

ISBN: 9781975441265
UPC: 097815412654

Mindful Days

Soft images and inspirational quotes help us
pass each day with the knowledge that within
each moment there lies an eternity of love
DQGH[SHULHQFH3DXVHQRZUHȵHFWRQWKLV
moment, and live a more mindful life.
Available in Square Wall

Availability of all titles subject to change. All cover images and designs also subject to change.
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A Fearless Woman
7KHUDGLDQWȵRUDODUWDQGHPSRZHULQJZRUGVRIDFFODLPHG
artist and writer Jeannine Roberts Royce inspire you to live
your truth with passion, resilience, and resolve.
Available in Square Wall, Mini Wall
MINI

les, she crafts
a net of tenacit
and fortitude.

Square ISBN: 9781975444334
Square UPC: 097815443344
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Mini ISBN: 9781975444310
Mini UPC: 097815443108
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Live Boldly

Calligraphy, art, inspiration—all from celebrated
author and artist Mary Anne Radmacher. Each
month is a colorful and supportive reminder to
live life to its fullest. Live boldly!
Available in Square Wall

ISBN: 9781975441364
UPC: 097815413644

ISBN: 9781975441968
UPC: 097815419684

Inspired Living
5HȵHFWLYHSKRWRJUDSK\DQGVRRWKLQJZRUGV
encourage us to be attentive to the present
moment—to remain calm and to make space
for the most important things.
Available in Square Wall

Availability of all titles subject to change. All cover images and designs also subject to change.
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Thich Nhat Hanh

Zen master, teacher, and peace activitist Thich Nhat Hanh,
one of the world’s most admired spiritual leaders, lectures
and writes on the practices of mindfulness and peaceful living.
+LVZLVGRPUHȵHFWHGRQHDFKVHUHQHLPDJHZLOOLQVSLUH\RX
Available in Square Wall, Mini Wall
MINI

touch the
water, heat, a
and earth

Square ISBN: 9781975440565
Square UPC: 097815405656
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Mini ISBN: 9781975444303
Mini UPC: 097815443030
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Timeless Buddha
0DJQLȴFHQWSKRWRJUDSKVIURPDURXQGWKHZRUOG
featuring timeless images and inspired words of
the Buddha encourage us to look at our world
from a new perspective.
Available in Square Wall

ISBN: 9781975441722
UPC: 097815417222

ISBN: 9781975441685
UPC: 097815416850

Yoga Silhouettes

Inhale deeply, gently stretch, clear your mind,
focus on this moment. Yoga silhouettes and
motivational quotes merge against inspiring
landscapes to help you feel more connected
to the world.
Available in Square Wall

Availability of all titles subject to change. All cover images and designs also subject to change.
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Elsewhere

The colorful acrylic landscapes painted by Camaldolese monk,
priest, and artist Father Arthur Poulin, complemented by
moving quotes, create a calendar of a radiant sacred vision
that is entirely his own.
Available in Square Wall

Knock on
the sky an
listen to
the sound.

ISBN: 9781975441876
UPC: 097815418762
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Pathways

Take a stroll through these beautiful photographs
as encouraging messages remind us to keep our
feet on the ground and focus on the journey.
Walk the path of discovery!
Available in Square Wall, Mini Wall
MINI

My soul can fi
no staircase t
Heaven un

Square ISBN: 9781975441562
Square UPC: 097815415624

Mini ISBN: 9781975444327
Mini UPC: 097815443276

Availability of all titles subject to change. All cover images and designs also subject to change.
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In the Garden

Showcasing the garden from an intimate perspective,
GUDPDWLFȵRUDOSRUWUDLWVKLJKOLJKWWKHGHWDLOHGJUDFH
and perfection of nature’s beauty.
Available in Square Wall

ISBN: 9781975441357
UPC: 097815413576
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Japanese Gardens

From lush footpaths to snow-covered bridges,
explore the serenity of Japanese gardens in this
enlightening calendar of mindful photographs and
words of wisdom.
Available in Square Wall

ISBN: 9781975439828
UPC: 097815398286

ISBN: 9781975441388
UPC: 097815413880

Seaside Solitude

Capturing the warm serenity and comforting
solitude of a day at the beach, the words
and images in this calendar nourish you with
meditative, duotone moments of exquisite
oceanside seashells.
Available in Square Wall

Availability of all titles subject to change. All cover images and designs also subject to change.
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Poetry of Rumi
/HWWKHZRUGVRI5XPLWKHJUHDWWKFHQWXU\6XȴSRHW
soothe and transport you to the magical, mystical
place where the soul yearns to return.
Available in Square Wall

Now a bird with

ELEGANT
ORED WIN
lights in a near

TREE to SI
the MYSTE

BEGINNING AG

ISBN: 9781975441609
UPC: 097815416096
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Jewel of the Lotus

Revered for centuries, the auspicious lotus rises from
the calm depths of water, symbolizing beauty, purity, and
enlightenment. Graceful images and inspirational words open
the spirit to wisdom.
Available in Square Wall

Let us know the
happiness time bring
not count the years.

ISBN: 9781975441395
UPC: 097815413958

Availability of all titles subject to change. All cover images and designs also subject to change.
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%XW)LUVW&RHH

Savoring that steamy brown liquid is an essential kick start
WRWKHGD\&HOHEUDWHDJUHDWFXSRIFRHHZLWKWKLVMR\IXO
calendar of colorful graphics and sparkling witticisms.
Available in Square Wall, Mini Wall
MINI

A yawn is ju
silent screa
for coffee

Square ISBN: 9781975441166
Square UPC: 097815411664
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Mini ISBN: 9781975444280
Mini UPC: 097815442804
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Laugh Lines

The free-spirited artwork of Renée Locks,
paired with just the right words to make
you smile, bring together art and
humor in just the right amount.
Available in Square Wall

ISBN: 9781975441951
UPC: 097815419516

Availability of all titles subject to change. All cover images and designs also subject to change.
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Aboriginal Art

The treasures within Australia’s vastness contain a spiritual
essence beautifully captured through the art of its indigenous
peoples. The soul of the aboriginal artist yokes to the rich
tapestry of Australia’s unique environment and is brilliantly
portrayed in this striking calendar.
Available in Square Wall

ISBN: 9347301100338
UPC: 858387007040
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